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At Clayton we follow the strictest of 
standards to keep your data protected, 
your business compliant, and your 
business-critical apps safe and secure.
In this document you’ll find an in-depth 
look at our security and privacy measures, 
both within our app - and in terms of how 
we use and organise your data. 
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CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE

Data is fully protected at rest using 
industry-standard AES-256 encryption.

Clayton’s production systems are hosted 
by Amazon Web Services (AWS), one of 
the world’s most resilient infrastructure 
and service providers.

Clayton is a 100% SaaS, so adopting robust 
cloud technologies is in our DNA.

Service 
Organisation 
Controls 
(SOC2, SOC3)

International 
Organisation for 
Standardization 
(ISO) 9001 and 
(ISO) 27001

Payment Card 
Industry Data 
Security Standard 
(PCI-DSS)

AWS EU-US 
Privacy Shield

Backups are hosted within AWS 
and Amazon S3, and span an 
automatic 30-day rolling window.

We never compromise on security and comply with the most rigorous 
independently-validated security policies and standards.

AWS infrastructure is certified for compliance with the following 
security certifications:

Statement on 
Standards for 
Attestation 
Engagements 
(SSAE)16

SEC1 Federal Risk 
and Authorization 
Management 
Program 
(FedRAMP)

More information can be found at aws.amazon.com/security

TECHNOLOGY SUB-PROCESSORS

To ensure consistently high levels of customer 
service we carefully vet all our sub-processors 
and request that they sign a Data Processing 
Agreement (DPA). 

Clayton’s Information Security Team assesses every prospective vendor to 
ensure they have robust information security programs in place; programs that 
incorporate industry standards SOC2, ISO 27001, Privacy Shield Certification, etc.

INTERCOM
US-based Intercom is our service 
provider for customer conversational 
support. See Intercom’s security 
policies.

POSTMARK
We use US-based Postmark 
for transactional email delivery. 
See Postmark’s security policies. 

In addition to our cloud infrastructure provider (AWS), we use the 
following sub-processors:
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SECURITY

CERTIFICATIONS

PREVENTIVE SECURITY

INCIDENT RESPONSE

AUTOMATED SCANNING
Clayton uses state-of the art 
automated code-scanning technology 
to identify potential security issues 
before deployments. This works to 
prevent occurrences of malicious or 
accidental inclusion of vulnerabilities 
during regular application updates. 

DEPLOYMENT CHECKLIST
Clayton adheres to the OWASP Secure 
Coding Practices Checklist within 
development processes. Our teams use 
this checklist to ensure proper controls 
are in place at all times. 

PENETRATION TESTING
We undergo annual penetration 
testing by a certified third-party 
auditor. Our latest penetration 
tests are available for view (subject 
to a signed NDA).

Clayton has clearly defined and detailed documentation procedures for 
handling all potential security issues. Via regular simulations, we practice 
the execution and compliance of these procedures to ensure we’re prepared 
to mitigate the impact of - and help prevent -future incidents from arising.

Clayton’s comprehensive information Security 
Program is based on ISO 27001 and SOC 2 
controls and processes. These protocols are 
applied to all aspects of our business. 

CYBER ESSENTIALS
Clayton complies with the 
requirements of the UK Cyber 
Essentials Scheme (part of 
the IASME consortium). 

ISO 27001
As well as carrying out annual 
internal audits Clayton is audited 
by qualified external auditors every 
three years. Our ISO 27001 compliance 
report can be provided on request 
(subject to a signed NDA agreement).
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ENCRYPTION

ENCRYPTION 
IN TRANSIT

ENCRYPTION 
AT REST

Clayton uses end-to-end encryption, underpinned by state-of-the-art 
techniques to ensure code is retrieved and processed whilst maintaining 
optimum uninterrupted confidentiality.

Data-in-transit is retrieved using consistently secure 
connections (TLS 1.3 or later). Source code is retrieved via 
a secure API connection with your version control system

Source code is processed in isolation from our 
web-facing applications. The machines performing 
source code analysis use AES-256 file system encryption. 
We also use physical and logical partitioning to ensure 
your source code is processed in full isolation from 
any other tenants. We manage all encryption keys 
using AWS Key Management Service to ensure they 
are rotated automatically on a regular basis. 

We understand that source code is at 
the very core of our customers’ businesses. 
Keeping it private is our highest priority.

CONFIDENTIALITY, DATA STORAGE AND RETENTION CONFIDENTIALITY OF SOURCE CODE

ACCESS TO 
SOURCE CODE

SCAN 
REPORTS

INTEGRATION 
SECRETS

Cloud scanning
In most instances code is scanned directly from our cloud 
infrastructure with source code securely protected at all 
times via end-to-end encryption. Source code is always 
processed in isolation from other tenants and is not kept 
on our servers for longer than absolutely necessary to fulfil 
processing requirements. All prevent any code leakage in 
the event that any account is compromised. 

Your source code is stored by your git provider and is owned 
by you. We access code only as and when it’s required for 
processing, using a “just-in-time” approach.

All scan reports are held securely in our database and are 
accessible to customers via our multi-tenant web application. 
Reports ‘describe’ the source code and its components but do 
not include source code or portions of source code. Users are 
disallowed from retrieving original source code to prevent any 
code leakage in the event that any account is compromised. 

We integrate with your git provider using their native APIs. 
To gain access authorisation we rely on well-established 
open and industry standards including OAuth2 and JWT. 
This is best-practice protocol and is designed to ensure 
customers have complete control over who can access their 
code at any given time, with the ability to revoke access at 
any time. Clayton manages all “secrets” using AWS Secrets 
Manager, to minimise the “attack surface”, and increase 
protection from any unauthorised access to your source code.
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF CRM DATA ACCESSIBILITY

Our scan reports are secure and accessible 
to customers at all times.

We never access or retrieve any customer 
data from your CRM for our assessments.

Our integrations with git providers 
and Application Lifecycle Manage-
ment (ALM) tools, support, 
when possible, inline commenting 
and assimilation of Clayton’s scan 
results.

Clayton customers can perform 
scans directly from their Salesforce 
orgs by connecting Clayton to their 
CRM instances. These instances may 
contain sensitive information e.g. 
customer data. 

Customers can also export any 
scan reports to open standards, 
for example SARIF (Static Analysis 
Result Interchange Format) as well 
as industry standards including 
CSV and other proprietary formats. 

To scan a CRM instance we require 
full metadata access and access to 
configuration data (for example, org 
ID, profile assessments, permission set 
assignments, etc). These may require 
administrative permissions. 

Our secure REST API enables all customers, regardless of their subscription 
plan, to access our services. This includes free use of endpoints, for complex 
actions - as well as the ability to retrieve reports programmatically. 

We don’t access any sensitive customer data.

MONITORING

BACKUPS Clayton’s application data is continuously backed up, 
on a 30-day rolling window. All database backups are 
encrypted using AES-256.

We maintain our own continuous monitoring services to 
ensure control and availability of services and applications. 
Metrics we assess include performance, latency, scan 
throughput and accuracy etc. Our status, uptime and 
incident reports are available to view on our status page 
at status.clayton.io.
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DATA RETENTION

DISASTER RECOVERY

Clayton retains data only for as long as is absolutely necessary to fulfil specific 
purposes. These include satisfying legal, regulatory, tax, accounting or reporting 
requirements. As a default we hold your data while your account remains open, 
and for 12 months after it is closed.  At this point we perform a secure deletion 
(soft-degaussing) where sensitive data is irreversibly destroyed before cycling 
out of daily backups.

We employ robust procedures to ensure we’re prepared to deal with any serious 
security breaches. These protocols are tested regularly so we can respond 
promptly and restore operations as quickly as possible, minimising disruption 
to business operations. 

COMPLIANCE

As part of our service it’s necessary for us to process some personal data, 
such as information about your developers. We are extremely mindful of the 
laws and regulations around the use of sensitive data and take all necessary 
precautions to ensure we comply with the law. 

PERSONALLY 
IDENTIFIABLE 
INFORMATION 

GDPR 
COMPLIANCE

DATA 
RESIDENCY

We process certain personal data related to users 
or contributors e.g. names, email addresses, usernames, 
and individual identifiers on version control systems. 
We also process metadata extracted from git repositories 
and activity.

We are certified as GDPR Ready by IASME having 
implemented the necessary policies and processes 
to ensure compliance. These policies undergo annual 
review and we are regularly audited by a qualified 
third party. 
We can provide you with an export of personal data 
upon request, by contacting us at security@clayton.io. 

Our main application is operated from within the EU. 
All non-EU sub-processors we engage must comply 
with strict UK GDPR requirements. We conform fully with 
all national and international regulations and respect 
the privacy and rightful ownership of personal data. 

User 
authentication

User 
management

Integration 
with third-party 
applications

License 
management 
and control

We process personal data for the following purposes:

Reporting 
and insights

Notifications Product updates 
and marketing 
comms
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AUTHENTICATION

At Clayton we offer several secure ways to 
access your account to suit your needs, internal 
policies and processes. These range from 
traditional password based logins to single 
sign-on. 

LOGIN 
OPTIONS

Password
Authentication via password means that account security 
is largely dependent on the complexity of that password. 
We have minimum requirements around the length, 
complexity and duration of passwords used to access 
Clayton accounts. All credentials stored by Clayton are 
subject to AES-256 encryption. 

Two-factor authentication 
We recommend that all users adopt the 2FA authentication 
feature which is available in all our service plans. After logging 
into Clayton we will send you an email with a verification 
link. (Email based two-factor authentication is our preferred 
delivery method since it is intrinsically more secure than SMS). 
Within this email you will also find information about where, 
and on which device, a login has been actioned. 

Sign and log in easily from your existing accounts
You can sign up and login from your Google Workspace, 
GitHub, GitLab and Bitbucket accounts. If you use Microsoft 
Office 365 or Azure DevOps you can also sign up and login 
from here.

Single Sign-on (SAML)
If you have a larger team you may prefer to use SAML-based 
based Single Sign-On (SSO). Your IT team should be able 
to provide you with the technical assistance required to set 
up this feature. 

ACCESS CONTROLS

Our controls ensure all users have appropriate 
access and permissions.

Our multi-tenant service delivery model 
uses secure logical controls to ensure the 
confidentiality of customer data. 

ACCOUNT 
ROLES

Authorised users can be assigned to any of the following 
roles - roles that define the type of actions that can be 
performed.

PROJECT 
ROLES

When account roles are not sufficient more granular 
control can be achieved by defining roles at project level. 
This allows users to define permissions based on a user’s 
role in a specific project. 
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ACCOUNT ROLES PROJECT ROLES

ADMINISTRATOR

Has permission to administer 
your account, including 
managing users, billing details, 
adding and removing projects

LEAD

Has permission to manage 
the project, including inviting 
users, changing roles, managing 
policies and dismissing 
problems

USER

Can see and participate 
in any development projects

DEVELOPER

Can see and launch all reports, 
but cannot perform operations 
such as directly dismissing 
problems or making changes to 
code policies

COLLABORATOR

Can only participate in the 
projects if they are a member 
of the development team
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AUDIT CAPABILITIES

We understand how important it is to 
be able to trace back actions relating 
to your developments. This keeps you 
ahead of the game in terms of adhering 
to your development protocols - giving 
you the ability to spot where and why 
any errors occurred. 

Clayton keeps detailed records of 
actions taken in your account ensuring 
that you know general levels of activity 
- as well as what’s happening within 
specific records. 

Because we keep detailed logs you always 
know what’s going on. 

USER ACTIONS 
LOG

SCANS LOG

ERRORS LOG

FALSE-POSITIVES 
LOG

This is a log that details the actions users perform, 
including logins, invitations to other users, creation 
of projects, amendments to scan policies - and other 
application-related events.

The scans log contains a log of all scan tasks, including 
the dates they were requested, the user who requested 
the tasks and the duration of processing.

This is a log of all problems introduced or resolved in 
a project indicating the source files in which problems 
have been detected, the location of the problem and 
the contributor who either introduced or fixed the issue.

This log contains a breakdown of all discarded problems, 
including false-positives - as well as any other dismissals. 
The log also identifies the user who dismissed any 
detections, the reason for their dismissal, date, etc. 

getclayton.com
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